Econ MRes Database Session Transcript
So if you do want to put questions in the chat, Sophie will pick those up and
you're welcome to do that. I will also pause occasionally in case there are any
questions, and I'm sure you're all familiar with this. By now, you can click the
the hand thing to raise your hand and speak, or just keep typing questions into
the chat, whichever is best for you. We should hopefully be able to do this in a
bit under an hour. I think. I'm not quite sure how long it will take, but not very
long. And then both Sophie and I have to go and do another session for another
group, so it will definitely stop well before 2:00 o'clock. And thank you very
much for joining us anyway. I think when you arrived, probably all you've seen
so far is recorded library video and I hope that made sense. I hope you're
beginning to get to grips with using the library now. And the library I'm glad to
say it's now open every day from 8:30 AM until midnight, so you can come in
and help desk staff are there for you to consult during daytime hours. But what
I'm going to be looking at today mostly is looking at how to use the library and
the online resource is, so let's just do that now. It looks like we've got everyone
who's likely to join us, and thank you very much again for coming along. OK,
so this always happens to me. Will get into the PowerPoint. There we go. Now
As I said, I will be stopping as I go along, so if there are questions, please do
either wait for me to stop or use the chat, but let's get underway. I started off
with this picture which actually will apply to more, perhaps in a year or two
time when you really start thinking about your dissertation and then ultimately
your thesis topic. So give you half a minute just to have a look at that. That's
the difficult thing I think. Actually picking your topic must be the hardest
thing of all. What I'm going to show you is how to find material. Once you've
chosen your topic, then that's where I kick in because I can assist you with
finding information and data as you proceed. If you need that help, so please
bear that in mind. What I want to cover today there will be just a gentle
reminder about where to get help and support in the library, particularly as I
couldn't do a live induction for you. And it will be a quick look at finding books
and journals so that everyone is clear how all of that works, and then I will talk
a little bit about data sources and other things particularly relevant for research
students. We treat you as researchers right from the start, so you will be able to
use the research exchange in the library. That's an area just for research
students and staff. If you find that your card won't admit you to that. Please just
contact me and we will alter your status so that your card actually opens. It
won't allow anyone else in there and also if you do want to borrow more books
than your normal alliance, just again ask us and perhaps get your supervisor or

a member of staff to back you up. But basically we can then extend your
borrowing rights if you really want to read more and more books, we can do
that too. So first of all, anyway, where to get help? The there are two different
versions of basic library orientation advice. There is the website for get started
and also a get started Moodle course. They do things in a slightly different way.
I'm going to show you how to find those just in case you haven't yet, but both
of them are very very good to just give you the basic introduction to using the
library and also of course as I mentioned our library help desk and if you're not.
In the building, you could always send a message to their email address just
simply library@warwick.ac.uk. If you're not sure who deals with something,
send the inquiry there or to me it won't matter. Will just passed on to the right
person, whatever the subject might be, but I'm always around to help you find
material to do with economics and your research. Look at the library website
live. I just wanted to flag up. There is a subject support page for economics and
you will always see wherever you are on our website. Those links along the
black bar at the top there, one of which is the subject support one. So notice on
that page, lots of information about the resource is available as I think it's best
to do it live really, so perhaps we'll just do that. Let me see one more slide and
then we should have a look at the whole thing. That's probably best. I did also
want to just flag up the research support facilities and services for you and all of
that comes under the the link to students on the library home page and I just
wanted to flag those things up in case you have not looked at them yet. So let's
do it live. Which is better And head into the library home page. I would
bookmark that if I were you. This is almost too much information on that
really. But as you have time, you can explore it. I hope you have already begun
to do so. So first of all, the for anyone new get started now. This moving
carousel along the top was now landed on the get started bits so i shall quickly
quickly take the link. And here we get to the get started web pages. They are
intended for every new student, so some of it may be very familiar to you, but
anyone new to Warwick, I think, might find it helpful. It explains things the
absolute basics very, very short notes we take that explains how you get your
library account automatically and enter with your University card. As you
probably find out by now. Then it explains the library account, which is how
you keep track of what you've borrowed. These are things that were covered in
that induction video. And then also notice there are notes on how to get hold of
the ebook site to access electronic resources. And most of the sides. And even
the last one there explains a bit about printing and scanning in the library. So
that's I think useful and notice other things flagged up on the right hand side of
that page. Various online sessions that could interest you depending on what

you want to do. So academic help with your academic writing coming up. Don't
see anything yes research refresh online that would apply to you. In better
times they did this in the research exchange and you would get a free coffee.
Now it's virtual and you can bring your own coffee as it were, but you can join
that and network with other research students and stuff and that could be
really interesting to do if you go back to the library home page again and I
mentioned to get started Moodle and for that we just Scroll down. But halfway
down the page to this section on library online courses and. Click that link.
Scroll again and there we have a set of things, some of them really are aimed at
mainly Undergrads, perhaps, but the referencing and avoiding plagiarism could
be useful. I think for anybody really pretty vital and also get started. So this is
the Moodle version and it's very quick, but it's worth dipping into. Take the
link to view the course. And the basic sections I really wanted to flag up is the
one on reading for your course, so if you weren't quite sure about how to find
books and articles at our University library, then if you click that, it basically
has some videos and tips. So how to follow up what you find and you will have
reading lists this year of course, and then how to find specific items? And it also
has a link to a virtual tour of the library to help you locate material. Physically
in the building, so get started. Definitely worth a look. And I will now go back
to the library homepage and the other things I mentioned. There is research
support. It's best really to do this live. Click the students this time and there's
lots of information for all students in that page. But eventually, if you pursue
the list, you'll come to services for postgraduates. And. That covers both taught
and research postgrads, so it will see their information about the support,
academic support and also what they call well being support. So some of the
sessions are really just a chance to relax and unwind and chat. But also notice
there. There are other things happening. Anything that's coming will be
flagged up on that page. I think it is a link to events. Yes, the calendar of events
and your facilities, so I meant. The research exchange. There's also any
postgraduate can use the postgraduate hub so these are extra study spaces if you
find there's not enough room in the economics Department or in the library,
and you happen to be on campus, do have a look at this one? You'll find them
all on the Warwick campus map. It's in the building thats now called the
junction. And it's got some study spaces. And it's also got some social areas, or, I
hope, properly distanced. Just let you see some of the photos. So it's all been
very recently done and refurbished, and I'm not sure if you can make it to your
coffee, but you can certainly bring in food and drink to that area, and I think
there might be room as you can book as well, so that's the postgrad hub and the
research exchanges. Also information about that. Just wanted to flag these

things up because sometimes so much here when you arrive, it's nearly too
much information, but Wolfson Research Exchange. Is in the library on floor 3
and across the bridge, but as I say, if you find your card doesn't let you in
automatically, please just contact me and I'll have that sorted, right? So lots of
good information there now. Finally, and perhaps more relevant to what I'm
doing today, is the subject support. So when you click that link. And then you
see below Social Sciences. Your link to economics. And when you look at it
live, it does make more sense if you just want to know what databases has the
library got on any sort of topic. One of my colleagues did this guide to which
database list and basically it's more from a business point of view because she
was the business librarian. But for example, if you want to know everything
that we've got that covers company information, you just click that and it just
gives you a nice list. Of the company various company databases. It doesn't
mention data stream icon or Bloomberg because they're not online databases.
These are the ones you connect to you through our website. You've also got
links for, for example, country information that you wanted that. Some of them
might be more useful than others, but it's. It's a compendium really, and then
sources you might use for journals, financial data, and all that kind of thing. So
that's the witch database guide, and then I've also provided two Moodle
tutorials. You probably don't need the third one, which is mainly aimed at
undergraduates, although you can have a look at it and see what you think, but
my top tips for databases in particular areas of Economics this isn't yet another
Moodle course here. Finding resource is for Economics and Business. And
again, I've split it up now thinking I just think if economists mainly so company
in financial data Journal. Market research, macro data and survey microdata.
And if you want to know what I recommend, this is just really the top tips, not
a compendium. Again, it is aimed at both undergrads and postgrads, so some of
it you would know. But here we have particularly good resource is where you
could find macro data, whether we. So you see that UK data service which does
host international macro data and it mentions data stream as actually it doesn't
mention icon, I will get round to that later. Datastream and icon are available
in the library at a bespoke PC on floor 1. More about that anon, but you see
how it works and some of them if they looked like little bit tricky, have
provided a guide. Many databases don't really need the guide anyway, but do
you have a look at that when you have time? And also if we go back to subject
page itself you'll see suggested resources and I'm attempting to keep up a blog as
well, which is more of a an online noticeboard than anything else, and you can
contact me. You've got my contact details there if you phone me on that
number. You can leave a message on it. I'm working from home. As you can

probably tell. And if you do leave a message, please do speak very clearly and
then an MP3 file gets emailed to me. But to be honest, emails probably a much
easier way for all concerned, but please do contact me anytime. So that was sort
of basics and we'll come back and look at night a little bit about the resource is
proper. And. Yes, hopefully by now you have been able to find books you've
been here, I think since mid September. If you're looking for any book which is
not on a reading list and you want to see if we have it, then on our homepage
you use the library search box and you can type in just a few words from a book
title and maybe an authors name if they are common words particularly and
then you will get a number of results and you might well find a printed book
and hopefully an ebook. Very useful especially. The way things are present, I
did this so that you could see what you need to note down in order to actually
find the book on the shelf. If you want the physical one, you do need to note its
location, which may vary as we will see when I do it live. Also what they call
the class mark. So a code of letters and numbers representing the subject of the
book that one is actually a law book, but it could interest some of you and then
the loan type alerts due to the fact that only one of them is for longer loan. The
others are for three days at a time, and it also can tell you if the book is
available, which means not on loan. We can't guarantee it's in the right place,
otherwise it would tell you when the book is due back if it's being borrowed. So
OK I think. Anything else to show you yes, will get into the database in a
minute, but it would just help to have a quick look at what you can do on
library search. So when you're looking at your reading list, books are meant to
use should be in an online reading list, which should take you through to the
catalog record or directly to an ebook or on a Journal. But if you just want to
start from scratch, I'll use that same example again, Bush. And I can be very
lazy. I don't want to type the whole of organization. You can see I've done it
before too. You can type ORG and asterisk and that will get you organization or
organizational. Doesn't matter. Handle that one with care and then you can
click submit and this time never actually getting 7 results but the ones I want.
Come up top, just check sometimes the new edition occasionally doesn't appear
first, so you might need to just Scroll down, but in this case it does notice the
ebook. You may have been using the books by now already. All you need to do
is click the link there where it says connect and then log on with your warwick
username and password. And I stress that because this is free for you, we've
paid for it and I'm really keen that nobody should ever be paying to download
anything. But you need to access them through either the catalog or one of our
databases. Always go through our website, but for the printed book right now,
let's see if anyone is reading it yet. No, so this is not that popular book anymore,

but this one you can see now the location is actually one book in a different
location to the others, so any book on reading list should have one copy in the
short loan collection down on floor one and they are the books for overnight
loan or weekend only. The books of last resort. Need to come back by 11:00
AM the next day or 11:00 AM on Monday. The others standard loan for you is a
good bit longer. Think it's two months. Yeah, I think so. It works for post
graduates, so that's to start with. We will, as you may discover that can be
recalled as well. But if you're not sure where that is, you would write down
KC645.B6 that will be on a label on the spine of the book, and then you click
location and this will tell me that any book beginning with K. Is on floor four
so that tells you immediately which floor to go to you and then be able to get a
floor plan of that floor. Most of your books are actually on floor 5, so i'll cheat
now and just open up the floor 5 plan for a second. So that's the top floor of the
building and appearing in rather minute detail. They'll be a better version in
the lift lobby area, but there you've got a floor plan with lift, staircase in the
middle of each floor, and plan tells you where your books would be. So if you
had an economics book at age be it would be up at that end of the floor and
there is that. She also notice on the plan. Things called pamphlets or oversized
books and reference books. Just check that the thing you want. But you're in
the right parts. Up floor door. In order to find it. They're all available now, so
you would have to go and find one, and that shouldn't be a problem. You can
also just look for more books on the World Trade Organization and policy. And
yes, I was doing. Search looking at specifically sustainable development in
relation to that, so you can just put in keywords to see what we've got. On that
topic. And if you've used this kind of catalog before, your last universities may
be very familiar to you, so that comes up with 82 books. Notice on the left if
you happen to be off campus for any reason or unable to come into the
building, you could just say I just want the E books and you can take that books
there on the left and then it saves you the trouble. You can then find
everything we've got online is quite a few, but they'll get less relevant as you go
down your list. And then if you want to go back again, you can remove that
tick. Just click it again and it should go away and bring it back. You can also
look for some articles from journals that we subscribe to. It's not my favorite
method, but I think it's worth showing you because you probably already have
quite a lot of work to do and if they want you to do some reading around this is
1 approach. As an alternative to Google. You see there the two tabs there. It
says catalog and white and articles tab is grey. If I click that now it will look it
will come up with a set of results. And it tells me logon to see the content. So I
click my library account. And then Login After you've done it a few times, the

system should remember you. And submit. So now I although they look as if
they are greyed out actually they're not. When you move your cursor across
that first one there, you could click that PDF link and you'll get that article to
read, download, or print if you wish. If you don't see that now, some of these
they mentioned in databases, but the full text is not there. I'm pretty sure that
second one isn't as very specific. Later on when you're doing your PHD's. We
could obtain things like that if they're not available at Warwick, but let me find
one that looks a bit more hopeful. The third item, down energy pricing policies
and international trade regime, you can always click this grey button called the
Web Bridge, so it is literally a bridge from the catalog to a database. The Journal
that was published in there's a Journal of international economic law and pretty
sure we have it. And yes, we do, and it's in the collection of journals. No
subjects from Oxford University Press. So just keep clicking. And it should open
that article. Exactly, there are some databases that don't quite do that, in which
event you might find you have to then search for the article title in the
database, but this one has come up with a link and you can now see you've got
a link to the article as a PDF document there. So when it works it's really good.
By the way, if you're doing anything like this, if it doesn't work, you get error
messages, or if you find a request to pay at that point, please tell us because
occasionally, as you probably know. These things go wrong, and if you let us
know, we'll get it fixed so today it's working really well, which is a good thing
to see. Now that's a very sort of broad brush approach to searching, but at least
it's coming up with material from our databases, including economics ones
there like Econlit, but I will also show you how you can do that in a more
specific kind of way in a minute, but you've got that option to use library
search. And you can go back to the book catalog. Just release the catalog. I'm
sorry if you can hear that motorbike in the background before I leave the
catalog. I will also just show you how to place a hold on a printed book of all
the copies or out you can get into the queue for a book. So if we think of a very
popular economics book. Sir, unusual authors names are not particularly
common in Britain. That one on macroeconomics. There is an ebook.
Fortunately, if you want to read that one, I use the ebook, but let's just see here.
When we click that one. You know, notice maybe there's a. Pairings saying
request to hold now at the minute. There are a few copies which appear to be
available to be honest and dubious. Maybe they are. It's such a popular book,
I'm surprised they are. If you're looking for a copy and it appears to be never on
the shelf, please report that to the help desk as well, because occasionally
people hide them. But if all those copies were out on loan. You can click this
button. to hold now today. It won't do it. It will tell me there is a local copy

available, but otherwise that's all you have to do. Just confirm it and it will get
you in the queue and we email you when the book is ready to collect. So that's
probably enough about the catalog will move on now, but I just did want to
make sure that that was all clear to everybody. In fact, we'll just stop for a
minute there. And are there any questions about any of that? Nothing yet OK
in that event. I don't want to keep you waiting too long so I get down to the
databases, which is what I'm really meant to be talking about. Whoops, Nope,
share my screen first of all. That's better, OK, so now we can get down to
actually databases and finding electronic resource is. On the home page there is
a link to databases just. Catalog search box there and there are other good
sources, which of course we don't have to pay for. This is one of the good
things, so a lot of macro data, particularly and unsurveyed it and maybe
available free. Occasionally you can hit problems, so it just depends. Really
every dissertation and thesis is different. So basically get in touch with me as
you proceed. The databases that we pay for particularly. In areas like market
research and company information, you don't get much of that free on the
Internet, but you will get it through library databases. And everything always
goes through our website to avoid being asked to pay or whatever. And there is
this databases list when you click you will find a big menu. I just did the slide
to really flag up it's worth scrolling down there because as well as database is
recommended for particular subjects like your own or business or psychology,
maybe also on the left. If you keep scrolling you'll see big collections of E books
factors going off the page a bit there. Dissertations and thesis. All that kind of
thing. Interested in generic collections of databases as well. So, um. I'll tell you
about some good collections of Journal articles and then we can have a look at
just one of these, I think. As the name suggests, if you want Journal articles not,
you may all be shouting at me that you just use Google Scholar. And if you do,
that's fine always. If you're in Google, at least use Google Scholar, which will
then collect together working papers from collections like say, SSRN and
another one that I know. Some of your teachers like their research papers in
economics. And if you are aware of who's good authors are than that may be
fine for you. But there are certain things that the databases can do that Google
cannot, and that's why I want to flag up econlit, particularly as the name
suggests economics literature. Journals from Scholarly Journal articles in your
topic and also their business source complete and ABI inform them oriented
business, but they also include some economics material that might not be in
econ lit. And if you get into areas like, say, behavioral economics, and you want
to get something about psychology, you could use a fairly eat very easy general
collection like science direct or web of science. You may view some of these

before and between all of those you should find a great deal. So I would just like
to show you econlit because I think there are benefits to these databases and
demonstrating is the best way to to prove that really. So here we have the the
databases link. And there we have that menu life. So notice you could if you
know we have econlit you could just click E and then skip down and click
connect. That's the quickest way to go into one database, but if you don't know
what we've got, keep scrolling and click economics. Before I do, I will just show
you again. There you have ebook platforms, big collections of E books and you
can search through them a chapter level to find a relevant chapter on your
topic which can be useful and huge. Collections of E journals generally as well.
There's loads there and economics. I'll just take the link to the the full list of
what we recommend for economics, but there. That should be more than this.
You will never need to use them all, I promise. So there's ABI and business
source complete when you're in this list, you simply click the database name.
Sometimes we know that play up a bit, so you might find an alternative link as
well. Just incase and notice there That CEPR is instruction there. People often
do want working papers from the CEPR, and if you're off campus, it tells you to
create a personal profile and login through our website here first. If any of you
want journals actually in Chinese, we have a general collection which does
include some economic stuff, so I hope that would be useful. And you'll notice
that the whole mixture it mentions here this stream. And I can't notice those
are the two exceptions that you can't log on online, but you can book the
special terminal on floor one, and if you wanted to use either of those, there
have some of the same information, stock barchard bonds, equities, economic
data is one way of getting it. And and I can also includes mergers and
acquisitions if you wanted to do that then you can click the link. And it takes
you through to a booking thing. It takes you straight to the booking form. Yes,
here we are. I don't think the libraries as busy as it used to be, so right now no
one is booked it or and of course the issue is we don't know what will happen
long term, but after at the minute you can use those and lots more. Besides we
have a look through these company databases. Which I'll be mentioning later.
Quite a long list, so do please explore it now. Let's have a look at Econlit It is
my favorite for economics topics, but if you don't find what you want there,
there are others as well. No, that's like if we stick with that topic of sustainable
development and the World Trade Organization, I can start to type in World
Trade. They do. It will come up with various suggestions, so I think I will click
that so I can look for either WTO or World Trade Organization along with
sustainable development. I'm going to put that in quotation marks. And we
could also put in something like policy. And then comes up with some other

headings. You think yes, OK, let's hedge my bets. I don't know how much
there is that would get me a lot of information. Some of it may be quite legal
and that is something that these databases can often do. Most of them you can
look for alternative words or phrases along with something else all in one
search. So it's actually very handy. The other thing you can do with this one, if
you really want something that's relating particularly to sustainable
development. Notice you've got the option to select the fields and you might
also want to really home in on WTO. For now I'm just going to do this. I'll click
the menu and instead of looking for those words anywhere in the articles or the
headings, I can look for them in the abstract. You've got other options down
there. Notice you could look for articles by your favorite author as well. The
abstract is the summary of each article. That means we'll get articles that are
really talking mainly about the WTO. I leave it like that for now and search.
You can't go wrong with it. And will carry down to see how many big got 92. I
think if you were trying to use Google you would get a lot more than 92, but
sometimes less is more. And here we've got 92 coming up in relevant order We
hope you could whittle that down so the other great benefit of this database
saving you time working through them to see what's really relevant for you.
First of all, on the left have a look that I've heard says refine results. And you
can limit this in different ways. If you really only want quite recent material,
you can move that date's sliding scale, so click on it and drag it over. Set a 2008
and it simply goes away and put it down to 53, so that saves you a bit of time
and again if we Scroll down to look at the other ways we could. Notes This is
something that Google really cannot do. And it on the left. Here you can limit
it to just the scholarly journals. That one is useful. I don't think I'd bother about
saying only full text, because if the database doesn't provide the article, there
are ways of getting hold of them still, so it's better to see everything that's
relevant at this stage. But if you really did want just the scholarly ones, you can
get rid of things like trade press and economics magazines, perhaps. Is that
again you just take that. And it reduces it down a little bit. more now its 40. I
wouldn't do it anymore than that. That's that's not too bad, but also if you did
still have a lot of them, you do have options as well to wittle it down by specific
subject headings so every article is given a whole series of subject headings. By
the database company. And that's telling me that all of those 24 relate to trade
policy. And international trade organizations. You might find you don't want to
reduce it so much. You could, even if you really want to get technical, show
more. And then you can take all the ones that apply. So trade policy maybe not
so much the law. You might not want that. You might find some of these other
sorts saying 24 have the trade policy heading 12. This heading about

international organizations and so on. I'll take several of them. And of course I
do want 10 relate, particularly to sustainable development. That looks good,
maybe climate, environment, whatever else. Carry on down and then click
update when you're satisfied you've got everything that's relevant to you. It's
not necessary to do it, but it would save you some time so you know I don't
have quite so many to evaluate and look through. So that first one. It's an article
in the Journal of World Trade and you've got an abstract telling you what it's
about, and then if you think it's useful now there's no PDF link. So if you say
yes, that does look good and there's no PDF link. There is again a web bridge
just like we saw in the catalog. So across my fingers click web bridge and yes,
this one is actually in a loaded base. You'd probably would never look at this
one, and yet you could find something useful. There so we'll click that I'm
actually going to. Just copy. The article titled because sometimes you find you
have to search once you get into the database. Click there. And it should take
me in. It may well take me to that particular article, but I'm not quite sure if it
does. Some databases don't, quite so will try it again. This is where I know I
really do worry because it's playing up, but I'll paste all of that in and we'll just
see if we can get it in this database. That's all you need to do. And then click
search and yes, it is there. So there you've got that article again. The Web
Bridge is very useful. You would simply click the title and you open that up
will leave that one now, but you get the idea I hope. And then others not listed
will be. I should think some at least that have a PDF link, she said with
optimism there's one. But lots of those others. Even if you don't see a PDF, try
the Web Bridge and then if you're really keen on getting hold of it, get in touch
with me. Because if we don't have it here, there are ways of getting hold of
articles for you from other libraries. But that second let I hope I've convinced
you useful things you could do there to make your search. Really specific if you
searching and you get too little of course, then it really helps to widen it out so
these databases can either hone in on really very specific subjects or think of
alternative terms and you can widen it out and find whatever is there. So thats
econlit and it is really very useful, I think right, OK? I don't get any money
from them for saying that. So Journal articles we've looked at and will now
have a look at. A bit more, it's impossible to mention all of them. We would
definitely go overtime if I did, but I wanted to flag up a few. So yeah, we looked
at I mentioned the CPR before. We've got a couple of new ones. Global
financial data does basically what the title suggests. It's not quite the same as
things like data stream, but it does give equities, data and other things and it is
online so. Even if you can't go into the library, that one is hopefully or was
available, and another new one, roper i-library. We've only just got. So if you

want opinion, poll data is mainly US with some international pools apparently
as well. We've got that now and other ones that people seem to like. Statista,
very popular, although you won't get very long runs of data there. But if you
want market research and industry reports worldwide. It covers all kinds of
interesting topics. Things like Internet banking and that kind of thing, and
you'll get reports and data to download. Notice the OECD ilibrary and the UN
ilibrary, particularly with the OECD. If you were using their website, you
would find their publications, but they would be read only format, which is a
bit of a pain if you log on to that collection through our database lists, then
you'll be able to download the documents and you can then also get data and
UNI libraries. Very interesting on stint development topics. So those are worth
look at that sort of area you're interested in. No, I mentioned these before, and
yes, while we're open both data streaming icon are very good and in your own
Department. I'm sure you know you've got Bloomberg. And also something else
that very often economics. In fact, I think they've got a bit more generous. Now
the WBS pays for this. You can register to use what they call wharton research
data service. Just go to the website and register and one of the administrators
should contact you and confirm that you can have access. And Bloomberg
again, of course. That if we ever if the Department has to close, those are not
library subscriptions, but they are often used by economics people. Main reason
I stress the databases that particularly if you are Googling a topic, this is another
thing sometimes happens. You could get to the publishers website something
like that, and actually that one you might if you knew what you were doing. It
says logon with open Athens or chivalrous and you think what on earth does
that mean. You might be tempted to pay, but we have that Journal, so really it
would be a very bad idea to just rely on Google, at least if you find something
like that, it tells you the Journal that was published in, which is the Asia Pacific
Journal of human resource is, and there you are. That's the catalog record to the
E Journal, and as long as you've got the right year, those actually one of them
goes back to 1997 Wiley. One while is the best link to take there to get articles
from that Journal. You see that it definitely is worth not paying to download.
And I'm wondering, I don't want to spend too much time at the minute
showing you databases. We have more than that of course, and I didn't really
talk much about the company ones, so I will do that at the end. But before I do
just a few general points. Sometimes you hit a snag that it looks like we just
don't have the dated people want, but it's never quite as bad as that picture
suggests. There it is possible to get Journal articles free of charge for you. There
are two schemes. The first one anyone can use as often as they like. It's called
article reach and the other one document supply. There is a quarter, although I

don't think it matters. The Economics Department. Below is a great let you use
it, but I would try article reach first just in case. And at the minute we can't
borrow books from other libraries. I think it's just that libraries are working,
perhaps with not all stuff actually on site, and there are some problems, but it
may be that at some point later on we will be able to go back to borrowing
books for you from other libraries that will be announced. I do hope it will
happen soon, and before I go on, I'll just let you see the information about these
two schemes to get Journal articles. It only applies to printed material. You
cannot use other label. Tronic resources, oh. OK, I'll do that live in a minute.
Do you keep an eye on the library website? And if you're not quite sure, get in
touch with me. Sometimes people say have you got a particular database which
we do not subscribe to the service rather said there's a lot of stuff we don't
have. We hope that what we do provide will be enough for everybody. Getting
a new database is always slow, but right now we've had more cuts this year, so I
suspect it will be very difficult. Indeed. It would take too long. You might well
have completed your thesis before we got approval, but if you really feel there's
a problem, I would like to know what you think we're lacking, so you're always
welcome to tell me and encourage your supervisor and other staff to back you
up. We at least keep what we call A wish list of things we would like to get. But
certainly right now, hopefully we can suggest an alternative source instead. So
if you can't get a particular database, it may be that some other database does it,
or that in fact they're just rehashing free material from somebody like the
World Bank. So I'm just gonna pause there for a minute. Because I know one
person was asking about company databases and I would like to just show you
what we've got. A back foot when you're in this databases list, click library to
go back to your home page and. If we go to using the library. Halfway down
that page it says if we don't have what you're looking for. Unfortunately, the
other thing that currently isn't operating is the scheme to visit other libraries
as, because every library is reduced, we can only let a third of the normal
number into the building, so they're not letting visitors use them either. But we
hope that the change we do hope soon. Article reach if I click that link, it will
actually tell me about both schemes. On one page, so have a look at that in your
own time. Notice if you want to get. an article that article reach cant provide it.
We're in a very small consortium and will contact other libraries if nobody has
the Journal, then the article. The other thing you can do is this document
supply and as far as I know you can use the online request form. You should be
able to do that. While you're on the Mres programme. Failing that, there is a
paper version and you have to get somebody to sign it, but it is useful to know
you can do that. So OK, let's just quickly go back to the database list for a

minute. Here I'm running through. Notice that business databases as well.
There's more than you're ever going to want, I suspect. But for company
information, best ones, I would say. I develop these if you just want
information about equities and that kind of thing, then probably datastream or
econ are the best ones. They are quite different from the other databases. And
econ gives mergers and acquisitions information. We have film which gives you
financial information from the annual reports of UK companies, including some
small and medium enterprises. And then we've got Orbis skipped and Orbis.
Orbis is really good and similar and same company. Again, information from
the annual reports and accounts of companies in many countries around the
world. Probably the larger ones I think. And if you're interested in banks the
large banks then Orbis Bank focus. They all work in much the same way. Those
those three and you could get good stuff on companies as well as market
research in databases like passport and Statista. So it's just a very quick sort of
glance, but notice that there is quite a list and UK data service. Some of you if
you're not from the UK, might not be familiar with it. A quick look at it would
probably be a good idea and you'll get UK survey Microdata and also
international macro data. So the website is free to browse anytime. If you think
you might want to use it, you need to register, which is free. Just register and
wait for them to confirm it and just let you see what it could provide the code
to get data. And you see the UK surveys things like the labor force survey and
the cross national surveys are nearly euro start the long to tude inal studies that
show panel data again mainly from Britain and UK census data and then the
international macro data. The business macro data is restricted to staff sadly so
there's no point looking at that at all but you just click one of those and then it
takes you through and gives you links through. If you want to do how to use it,
you'll get the information via. Use data up at the top. There you see the do lots
of guides and videos to show you worth noticing that the only way to get
information from the International Energy Agency is through UK DS So that
could be of use and you've got alternative ways. It's all in the common format.
Data from the IMF. Again, I'm not sure if all of that is readily available
elsewhere. OECD You've got a choice you could go to OECD ilibrary for them
and the World Bank UNESCO all sorts, so there's lots there and really basically
with all your different interests. The main thing is, once you get onto your
dissertation, start contacting me. If you want any guidance with that. So I just
ran off and I really. One or two other things that sometimes people are
interested in PhD theses. So most universities have an online repository. These
days ours is called wrap. You search for that in our website. You'll find the link.
Under our collection, so the electronic thesis, anything readily available, you'll

find that through that ethos service, and there's also another database which
covers other countries and printed theses, and you'll find that in our databases
list as well if you want to get hold of them, you might occasionally find that
something is embargoed or publisher won't let it be provided free in a
repository, but otherwise. If you know the title, just Google the title. But those
two databases will help you to track down any theses that are in your kind of
area that you might like to look at. And the printed version of work theses.
They're all held in our modern record center. That's the building behind the
library looking over towards the supermarket. And you can get the details by
searching library search. You probably prefer to use them online. I would think
nowadays, but that's where they're held. And if you want other thesis, the
British Library is open right now. As to say you can't visit other University
libraries currently, but if you did need to, it would involve going to the British
Library. Some University libraries will lend a thesis for use in our library, so it's
always worth trying that through document supply. But to say that's also
suspended life is not easy right now. But as I say, most of them are available
free online. That is the good news there. And if you do come across an
American or Canadian thesis, it is possible for us to buy a printed copy and add
the stock so it takes at least a month, but you could. And ask me. Not going to
talk about referencing today will be very glad to know, but if you want to use
software that labels you to store all your references, put them into a common
format and so and then end note web. I wonder if this link will work. We have
this software provided. And yes, it does good there we are. You find
information about Endnote on the web page for all students and in the center.
There it says develop your online skills and there's a link through to the end
note page. You can get a bit of information and look at. There will be some
virtual workshops at a lot of Economics. People like this because generally I
think you use Harvard referencing style and things like Endnote work very
well with common styles like that, and then it can create your bibliography as
well. So it does a lot of good stuff if you're interested in that, you can see what
workshops are running. They will be virtual for now, and you can also contact
the endnote experts. They got a link there to their email resource. And no, we
also give help on the desktop version, which is apparently better, so consult
them. They are the experts in that. And we're nearly there. In there. And the
last slide good. So yeah, just a final final tip to say please do contact me. I think
with people doing research projects quite hard to talk in general terms. You're
all interested in probably very different things and you can also ask me to buy a
book to add to stock anytime. Just get in touch and if you want a consultation
Monday to Friday, certainly we could talk on teams. If you want to do that. So

please do use the library and we hope that we'll be able to support you. right
through from beginning to end. OK, so I shall stop sharing my screen again. I
don't know, I know, so he's been monitoring the chats. Are there any questions
anyone would like to to ask at the minute? See Sophie's put a link to the end
note web workshops. Thank you Sophie, Yeah. OK, well actually I'm going to
have to go because I've now got some undergraduates 2:00 o'clock, so apologies
for the rapid exit. Thank you very much for joining us. I see somebody is typing
something here. And yes, thank you very much for joining us and do get in
touch anytime bye.

